
International Youth Camp 
Denmark, 22-29 July 2018 

Do you want to find out more about 
socialism, feminism and 

environmentalism? 
 
That’s what the Fourth International’s annual youth camp in Denmark is all 
about. 
 
In a week with hundreds of young students, workers and campaigners from 
across Europe and beyond, you’ll have the chance to: 

• join meetings, workshops, self-organised spaces 
• discuss socialism, feminism, anti-racism, LGBTI struggles, climate 

change, internationalism and the fight against austerity 
• make friends, have fun, 
• meet leaders of campaigns that rarely make it into the mass media 
• talk culture and communication 
• socialise, share experiences, debate ideas and plan joint actions 

 

	



This is a unique opportunity for young activists from Britain to meet with 
other environmentalists, feminists and socialists. The groups which went to 
our last couple of gatherings had Labour Party members, RISE and SSP 
members from Scotland, activists from the National Campaign Against Fees 
and Cuts (NCAFC), Plan C and the Woodcraft Folk. 
 
Socialist Resistance (SR) will be bringing a delegation from Britain, with 
groups travelling together from Scotland and from London planned 
 
The camp is organised by young people in the Fourth International, a 
socialist network which SR supports, and which brings together 
environmentalists, feminists and socialists in over fifty countries.  On this 
occasion, the camp is actually being organised by the Socialist Youth Front 
(SUF), a radical youth group in Denmark with a close relationship with the 
Red-Green Alliance in Denmark. FI supporters in Denmark are active in 
SUF. 
 

Interested? 
 
You will need a tent and a 
sleeping bag. Costs aren’t set yet 
but likely to be £100 plus travel 
– with a possibility of subsidy. 
The site will be accessible but if 
you have particular needs please 
contact us to discuss them. 
If you are already in an 
organisation, ask it to contact us 
to discuss sending people.If you 
want copies of this card to 
publicise the camp to others, or 
further information email us. 

 
You can visit our facebook page https://www.facebook.com/IVyouthcamp/ 
or email us at: britishstate2denmark@googlemail.com 
 
Find out more about the Fourth International at 
http://www.internationalviewpoint.org/  
 

	


